
【Common for day, night and holidays】  

※Please read before the examination and submit the consent form. 

 

Explanation for Application 
 

About this hospital 

・Please note that in principle, this hospital operates with an appointment system and 

waiting time will occur when no appointment has been made. 

About identity verification  

・This hospital checks passport, resident certificate or other official certification and 

scans or makes a copy of these. 

・If you do not have a passport, please present another official certification. 

About foreign language 

・This hospital does not have enough support for foreign languages. 

・Please come with an interpreter if you have one. 

・We will do our best to use translation tools but please understand that it might not be 

accurate. 

About payments 

・The medical fee must be paid on the end of the examination day by cash (only Japanese 

yen), credit card or prepaid transportation card. (*see the attached sheet) 

Check your preferred payment method below.     

□ 現金（日本円） / Cash（Japanese Yen）   □ クレジットカード / Credit Card  

□ 交通系ＩＣカード / Prepaid Transportation Card 

・Payment through an optional overseas insurance (travel insurance, etc.) is not accepted. 

If you have optional insurance, you will have to pay the entire medical fee to the 

hospital and then make your own claim to your insurance company.  

・If you do not have Japanese public health insurance, the fee is calculated based on the 

medical fee score announced by the Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare. Also, 

consumption tax will be added separately to this.  

・If you do not have a referral letter from a Japanese insurance medical institution, 3,850 

yen (including tax) will be charged separately as a non-insurance combined medical 

treatment in addition to regular medical treatment expenses  

・There are no discount since the fee is based on medical remuneration points. 

About religion and culture 

・This hospital takes into consideration the religion and culture of each patient. However, 

requests regarding the gender of the doctor who performs the treatment and religious 

diets may not be granted. Also, if you have a policy of absolute refusal of blood 

transfusion, we will not perform surgery or bloodless treatment.   

How to spend time in the hospital 

・Photography, video recording and sound recording are prohibited.  

・Selling and recruiting are prohibited.  

・Follow the no entry-mark rule. 



【Common for day, night and holidays】  

・This hospital is a non-smoking facility. No smoking is allowed on the premises. 

・Please follow the rules within the hospital and the precautions from the hospital staff 

and cooperate to have a smooth medical treatment.  

・Acts that disturb other patients or interfere with medical treatment are strictly 

prohibited. 

The following acts will be reported immediately to the police station under the guidance 

of the police.  

① Violence/violent language  ②  Shouting  ③  Contradicting hospital staff’s 

instructions leading to disruption of their work.  

 

Regarding lawsuits  

・When filing a lawsuit relating to medical practice such as a medical accident, it can 

only be done within Japan. And the applied laws are the ones on the Constitution of 

Japan.  

・This hospital’s consent shall be governed by and construed in accordance with Japanese 

law.  

【Law and rule subjected to medical field in Japan】  

・Examination content for diseases including suspected disease 

・Treatment content for the disease 

・Prescription content for disease 


